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BECOME A

WORLD TRAVELER
AT THE WHITTAKER
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FOR COLD-WEATHER
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The flu ends with you.
Get the influenza vaccine to protect yourself and the ones
you love.
It’s that time of year again, flu season is here. The best way to prevent the spread
of influenza is to get an annual vaccination. The Center for Disease Control and
Prevention recommends that everyone older than 6 months receive an annual flu
vaccine. Make it a priority to protect yourself and your family from the flu.

VISIT IUHEALTH.ORG/FLU TO LEARN MORE.
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THE ONLY PRIVATELY-OWNED
FACILITY IN LAFAYETTE
1-1 SPECIALIZED THERAPY
HIGH STAFF-TO-RESIDENT RATIO
DAILY CHAPEL SERVICES TO MEET
YOUR SPIRITUAL NEEDS

Ken Thompson, Administrator - 21 years

Garry Gumasing, PT, CWS, SVT-BIG Cert. , Director of Therapy - 22 years
Nicole Hardy, RN, Director of Nursing - 19 years
Dylan Johnson, LPN, Unit Coordinator-Rehabilitation - 4 years

A

t Saint Anthony Rehabilitation & Nursing Center, we believe in delivering the highest
quality of client care. Our unparalleled expertise, commitment, and compassion assures
that we provide the very best healthcare in each service we offer.
SHORT-TERM CARE
• Physical, occupational &
speech therapy, both in/
out patient services
• Cancer Care
• Cardiac Care & Rehab
• Diabetes Care
• IV Therapy

LONG-TERM CARE
• Neuromuscular Rehab
• Stroke Rehab
• Pain Management
• Respiratory Therapy
• Physical, occupational
& speech therapy
• Wound Care & Prevention

BEST
NURSING HOMES

BEST
NURSING HOMES

BEST
NURSING HOMES

BEST
NURSING HOMES

BEST
NURSING HOMES

BEST
NURSING HOMES

U.S.News

U.S.News

U.S.News

U.S.News

U.S.News

U.S.News

& WORLD REPORT

2014

& WORLD REPORT

2015

& WORLD REPORT

2016

& WORLD REPORT

2017

& WORLD REPORT

2018

& WORLD REPORT

2019

To learn more visit SaintAnthonyCares.com or call us at 765.423.4861.
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Myriad ways to usher in fall

O

ne of the many blessings of living in the Midwest is the
subtle shift from summer to fall. Gone are the lush gardens filled
to the brim with summer’s flowers, and produce sporting every
color of the rainbow. In its place are the dramatic hues of fall –
pops of orange, red, gold and deep brown lining the Wabash River, and in every park and woods in and around Greater Lafayette.
Although some of our most cherished autumn festivals – the
Feast of the Hunters’ Moon and Germanfest to name a few –
have been put on hold due to the pandemic, there is still much to
discover and enjoy in Greater Lafayette this time of year.
There’s no tailgating before Purdue University football games
this year, but nothing says you can’t enjoy a game day – or any
day – fresh donut or treat from area shops (Page 31). Speaking
of Purdue, there’s always something going on around campus
and beyond. Check out our cover story on Inari, the world’s first
Seed Foundry, which has taken root in Purdue’s Research Park
(Page 35). Then there’s the Purdue Research Foundation (Page
24) a long-standing institution that helps businesses benefit from
Purdue’s expertise. And have you taken a look at the Purdue Memorial Union lately? A $47 million project is giving the historic
building a new look (Page 43).
Fall also ushers in holiday shopping, and do we have suggestions
for you! We love to support local businesses, and you can learn
about – and visit – a number of shops featured in “Why Greater
Lafayette?” (Page 8) and “Small Business Saturday” (Page 50).
Finally, fall is all about being outdoors during days that are
growing shorter. Check out Wabash Walls, a neighborhood art
project that’s about more than just murals (Page 19). Or why not
gather up friends and family and hit the trails (Page 54)? Greater
Lafayette parks, ponds and gardens offer myriad opportunities to
work your muscles, quiet your mind and enjoy nature.
Fall is here, and Greater Lafayette is waiting for whatever you
have in mind.

Editor, Greater Lafayette Magazine
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WE ARE

TOGETHER

Barrington Woods

neighborhood now selling in Lafayette.
• Homes starting from the 250’s •
• Across from Wyandotte Elementary School •
• Basement sites available •

For more information call
Chris Scheumann at 765.412.8827
or visit Timberstone-Homes.com

For an amazing new, custom-built home and an equally amazing
home-buying experience, choose Timberstone — Greater Lafayette's local
builder dedicated to offering the highest standard in design style, quality
workmanship and service integrity in Indiana.
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ON THE COVER:
Inari: The world’s first Seed Foundry
is in Purdue’s Research Park
Photo by Christine Petkov

Inari: Seeds of change
|page 34
Welcome Note |page 4
From Editor Carol Bangert
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Why Greater Lafayette?
Local business owners
tell us |page 8

The Purdue Memorial
Union sports a new look
|page 43

A look at Purdue Research
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Hiking trails for every kind
of adventure |page 54

Shop local, shop Small Business Saturday |page 50

The Whittaker Inn:
A “Midwestern oasis”
|page 58
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Wabash Walls unites a
neighborhood |page 19
Books to get you through
those long winter nights
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Sweet shops offer donuts
for every taste |page 42
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Let’s network.

K

Wintek has the tools and the expertise
to evaluate your technology and make
appropriate recommendations to
maximize the efficiency and budget of
your business. From ﬁber internet
connections to data center services and
IT consulting, we craft custom solutions
to ﬁt the unique needs of your business.

We’re proud to serve businesses in the
Greater Lafayette area.
Meet our team (left to right):
Chris Barsotti, Sales Account Manager
Jody Hamilton, Business Development Director
Jason Monroe, Vice President, Sales & Marketing

Contact us today for a free,
no obligation consultation.
wintek.com / (765) 742-8428

BUSINESS SOLUTIONS
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PHOTO PROVIDED

Why Greater Lafayette
Local business owners explain why this
is the place to be...
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BY ANGELA K. ROBERTS
PHOTOS BY CHRISTINE PETKOV (PAGES 11-17)

Mad Love Boutique

PHOTO PROVIDED - Stephanie Deckard

210 N. Sixth St., Lafayette
store.madlovebb.com

A longing for connection
in a historic downtown.
A desire to share a

passion for the arts. The
lure of a 19th century

family homestead. From
urban to rural, and

from long-established to
brand new, every small
business in Greater
Lafayette has a

uniquely personal
reason for putting down
roots here. Here are the
origin stories for five
of them.

Stephanie and Chris Deckard, owners of Velvet
Lotus Photography, lived on Perrin Avenue for
nine years before moving to a westside subdivision. “We immediately felt so detached, even
with our studio still in town,” Stephanie says.
Relocating their business from Kossuth Street
to the heart of the city, the couple settled into
their new digs. Then Stephanie had a brainstorm. “Having clothing to style my clients in
felt like a natural shift, without being so overwhelming that I couldn’t work my photography
as well,” she says.
Nearly two years ago, Mad Love Boutique
opened next door to the photography studio. In
a space that the couple renovated themselves,
Stephanie sells women’s clothing, jewelry and
accessories among antique furnishings.
Her favorite offerings: jewelry by Autumn
Rose Designs, a mother-daughter team based
in Greater Lafayette, and Hiptipico luxury bags,
handmade in Guatemala. “All of the textiles
and bags are made by female artisans, and that
makes my heart happy,” she says. “I’m a proud
supporter of BLM, LGBTQ+ and women’s
rights.”
When businesses shut down in March because
of COVID-19, the couple quickly moved all their
inventory online. Chris took photos of Stephanie
modeling the clothes, which range in size from
extra small to 3XL.
Now that the store has started to reopen,
Stephanie says she looks forward to expanding
her hours again and seeing some familiar faces.
“I love to talk, so if you come in to shop, you can
expect a conversation,” she says.
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Wea Creek Orchard

5618 S. 200 East, Lafayette
weacreekorchard.com
Perry Kirkham and his brother were both
working in Washington, D.C., when, in 2007,
they each relocated to Indiana around the
same time. While they got settled, the brothers lived on the family homestead.
The farmland surrounding the house had
been in their family since 1855, and they
wanted to continue its agricultural legacy.
But, “the fences here had been taken down
and we no longer had access to any conventional farming equipment,” Kirkham says.
“We discussed various options and landed
on fruit trees. We formed the orchard in
January of 2008, planted 400 fruit trees in
April of 2008 and here we are!”
Co-owned by Kirkham and his wife, Lisa,
Wea Creek Orchard is located on Lafayette’s
south side and sells 19 varieties of apples, four
varieties of peaches, and pumpkins. “I like the
Akane apples the best,” Kirkham says. “It is a

wonderful combination of sweet and tart and
is full of flavor.”
Inside the store are also jellies, preserves,
salsas, butters and honey, along with succulents, hanging baskets and sunflowers. The
orchard also hosts weddings, on average 27
a year, in the 1869-era barn. School kids also
come on field trips.
“We decided long ago we would never
charge to come on the farm, so theoretically
anyone can visit and enjoy the property without spending a dime,” Kirkham says.
“Of course, we hope they don’t.”

A small business,
helping small
businesses
At Huth Thompson LLP, we are committed to guiding our clients by offering proactive
accounting and business solutions to simplify their lives and grow their passions.

What we can help with:
Monthly Accounting Services
Tax Preparation
Auditing and Attestation
Retirement Planning and Administration
Estate Planning
Outsourced Controller & CFO Services
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Lafayette
415 Columbia Street
765-428-5000
Rensselaer
311 East Drexel Parkway
219-866-5835
www.huththompson.com

Lisa and Perry Kirkham
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Sharon Owens
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Inspired Fire Glass Studio
and Gallery
2124 SR 25, Lafayette
inspiredfire.com

Sharon Owens, a Lafayette native and
Indiana University art graduate, fell in love
with glassmaking while taking a flame-working class at Purdue University in 1979. After
studying the art around the United States
and in Europe, she opened Inspired Fire
Glass Studio and Gallery in 2002 to share
her passion with her hometown.
Her shop, two miles off US 231 on the edge
of Shadeland, promotes more than 30 local
artists and provides a place for them to work
and teach flame-working, fusing and furnace
glass blowing to the Greater Lafayette community. Beginner and advanced classes are
available, as well as field trips and custom
parties. Due to the pandemic, the shop is
open for limited hours. A gallery dog, Zing
Zang, greets shoppers at the door.
Since opening in 2002, the Inspired Fire
building has undergone several remodels
and expansions, including a recent upgrade
to the façade and the addition of viewing
windows in the gallery so that shoppers can
watch artists at work.
Owens’ personal specialty is crafting
vibrantly colored vessels with techniques
such as hand-pulled murrini, the making of
patterns using long rods of glass that are cut
into cross sections. “I draw inspiration from
nature, and the glass vessels and jewelry I
create are colorful interpretations of transparency and opacity swimming within layers
of joy,” she says.

Greater Lafayette’s
Trusted Commercial
Real Estate Group

Greater Lafayette’s
Leading Commercial
Real Estate Group

903 Columbia St. • Lafayette

765.637.2626
kbolgroup.com
COMMERCIAL SALES
SALES &
& LEASING
LEASING
COMMERCIAL
OFFICE &
& RETAIL
RETAIL
OFFICE
INDUSTRIAL/WAREHOUSE
INDUSTRIAL/WAREHOUSE
LAND/FARMS
LAND/FARMS
MULTI FAMILY & INVESTMENT
MULTI FAMILY & INVESTMENT
RESIDENTIAL
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
JC-AT150413_165841

Proudly serving
the local community
for more than
35 years!
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Blooms and Petals Fresh Flowers &
Event Concepts
848 Main St., Lafayette
bloomsandpetals.net

East Chicago, Indiana, native Paula Eve Davis
came to Tippecanoe County for college, eventually settling down here with her husband.
“I really felt that it was a great area to raise a
family, and there were plenty of opportunities. I
still feel that way,” says Davis, a master designer,
certified balloon artist and founder of Blooms
and Petals Fresh Flowers & Event Concepts.

The Purdue University graduate began her
floral career more than 20 years ago, growing
and selling flowers at the Lafayette Farmers
Market and craft shows. Then she branched
out to weddings and proms. “I had flowers
all over my home, and eventually my husband decided I needed a retail flower shop,”
Davis recalls. “He secretly found the space
and leased it. For our wedding anniversary,
he brought me the keys to my new shop.”
Davis’ store makes fresh arrangements using flowers from all over the world. “We like
dealing directly with our growers to get the
most variety and the freshest product,” says
Davis, whose business is 70 percent
retail and 30 percent event florals. Among
her favorite events are celebrations of life and
funeral floral tributes.
This spring, during the height of the
shutdown, Davis founded the Good Samaritan Project to repurpose flowers she had
preordered for St. Patrick’s Day, Easter and
prom. She donated bouquets and gift baskets
to police departments, fire departments and
nursing homes.

SMART. CLEAN. RELIABLE.
We’re already building tomorrow’s intelligent and innovative
energy future.
Shifting to smart meters that give you
more control.
Using technology to respond even quicker
when the power goes out.
Providing access to more renewable
energy choices.
Discover what our energy investments mean for
you: duke-energy.com/SMARTER
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Paula Eve Davis
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Jason Behenna, Heather Howard and Colin Jelliffe
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Escape Velocity Brewing Company
405 Sagamore Parkway South, Lafayette
escapevelocitybrewing.com

Jason Behenna began homebrewing in 2007,
and by 2015 he was winning awards. When his
Irish Stout won Best in Show at the Indiana
Brewers Cup in 2016, he and his wife, Heather
Howard, began exploring the idea of their own
brewery.
More than two years after moving back to
Lafayette, the Purdue grads found a suitable
space. As they were readying to launch in March,
COVID-19 grounded non-essential businesses.
“We have impeccable timing,” Behenna says.
After starting curbside pickup in April, the
couple, along with managing partner Colin
Jelliffe, finally opened their tap room doors
in May.
Escape Velocity Brewing Company has a
five-barrel Blichmann Engineering brewing
system, which can produce around 200 gallons.
Within the colorful, space-themed environment,
patrons can choose from a variety of beers whose
names are all space- or rocket-related.
Their bestselling beer is the Drogue Chute IPA.
Another favorite is Behenna’s award-winning
Magnificent Desolation Dry Irish Stout. The all
vegetarian/vegan menu includes curried chickpea salad on sourdough bread and grilled cheese
with either Irish cheddar, pepper jack or Chao
vegan cheese.
It goes without saying that starting a new
business during a pandemic is hard. But while
Behenna continues to build a following, he hopes
locals will support not only him but also his fellow restaurateurs and brewers.
“The pandemic is really hurting the industry, and local support is the only thing that will
ensure there are restaurants and breweries to
continue … for years to come,” he says. ★
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WABASH
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PROJECT REVITALIZES,
ENERGIZES NEIGHBORHOOD
MANY HAD FORGOTTEN

WALLS
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BY CINDY GERLACH
PHOTOS PROVIDED BY VISIT LAFAYETTE - WEST LAFAYETTE

f someone had suggested
15 or 20 years ago that
you take a drive down
Wabash Avenue, that
suggestion may have been
met with hesitation —
apprehension, even.
And a suggestion to
view the art? Laughable.
Today, what was formerly a hidden neighborhood,
a sort of secret enclave
of life along the Wabash
River, is now a bright spot.
And much of the credit
goes to Wabash Walls.
This public art installation, a series of murals
painted on the sides of
buildings both residential and commercial, has
breathed new life into this
decades-old neighborhood, often considered
on the fringe of Lafayette
society.
The project got started
back in 2016 and 2017,
says Tetia Lee, executive
director of the Tippecanoe
Arts Federation and one
of the curators of Wabash
Walls.
“At the time, as an artist
myself, I’m always looking
around,” Lee says. “When
I see a beautiful wall, I
think a mural would look

great there.”
Lee was struck by a retaining wall along Second
Avenue; the wheels of inspiration started turning.
She ran into Margy Deverall with the City of Lafayette at a Neighborhood
Beautification Coalition
meeting. She threw the
idea at Deverall: Let’s do a
mural festival.
“It was all very organic,”
says Lee. “We were both
ready to take a bigger next
step.”
And, as they say, from
small things, big things
come. The conversation
began to draw in others
— Stephanie Bible with
Habitat for Humanity,
artist Cameron Moberg,
and Dennis Carson with
the City of Lafayette. A
proposal was put together, and initial funding
provided $50,000 for
a project that would be
transformative, uplifting
and engaging.
The result is a project
that has indeed reinvigorated and re-branded
the neighborhood. Lee
has seen buy-in from not
just the artists, but from
local businesses – Cargill
Inc. came on early as a
sponsor — and neighbors.
Everyone has delighted
in watching the neighborhood come alive with
color.
Wabash Avenue has
long been considered a

marginalized area. The
working-class neighborhood, often referred to as
the “lower part” of town,
is a stronghold of a bygone era. And its reputation has suffered over the
past several decades.
It’s a bad rap that seems
undeserved, as a current
drive through the area
reveals tidy houses with
well-kept lawns and a
diverse population, with
younger people gravitating there to live and
work. Not to mention a
neighborhood spirit that
is evident.
“The most important
part is that we established
a trust with a neighborhood that is marginalized
and over promised,” Lee
says.
The Wabash Avenue
residents were quick to
get on board with the
project. Early on, Lee
says, they opened their
doors, inviting her in as
the early stages of the feasibility study kicked off.
“They became the vital
and most-important part
of informing the neighborhood study,” Lee says.
“That really demonstrates
trust between the city and
the neighborhood.”
People who live there
can see the charm that
others might not. And the
murals helped highlight
the beauty hovering at
the surface.
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FOR A MAP OF MURAL
LOCATIONS, VISIT
TIPPECANOEARTS.ORG/
WABASHWALLS
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“They got excited about
having artwork in their
neighborhood,” Lee says.
And about the influx of
visitors, as the artists and
those who want to view
the art descended on their
once hidden part of town.
“That’s the real reason
it’s been so successful,”
Lee says.
Trent O’Brien and his
wife, April, run Sacred
Ground Coffee House.
Like most of the neighborhood, they have seen
nothing but positives
come out of Wabash
Walls.
“It was definitely a
really good thing,”
O’Brien says. “The whole
area has changed.”
O’Brien has seen people
getting more involved
in the neighborhood,
becoming more welcoming. Last year, Sacred
Grounds helped host a
neighborhood Harvest
Festival. Years ago, maybe
a handful of people would
have shown up, but this
2019 festival brought out
hundreds of people.
“This never would have
happened 15 years ago,”
O’Brien says. “I do believe
the art has helped.”
This opening up of the
neighborhood, this newfound sense of community
is a credit to the art and
the artists, he says.
“It brought people here
who were out to see the
art,” O’Brien says. “It has
been very positive.”
In 2018, 10 murals were

painted in the neighborhood; 2019 saw 11 more
added. Artists featured
were from all over — not
just the United States,
but from as far away as
Australia. The onset of
COVID-19 delayed the
progress for 2020, but
the project will expand to
areas around the avenue,
including crosswalk art to
encourage more pedestrian-friendly zones.
Funding from the
National Endowment for
the Arts and Indiana Department of Health have
helped the project continue for a third year.
The fun and funky
murals are a boon for the
neighborhood, providing
beauty, conversation and
a real sense of shared
identity. Visitors have
come from all over the
city, the county, even the
state, anxious to check out
the project.
But the real benefits
are more far-reaching.
Lee says they’ve seen
property values increase
as the art has helped
improve the area, making
it a better, healthier place
for residents to live and
interact with one another.
Once-abandoned buildings have been reclaimed
and now feature murals.
The micro-economy in
the neighborhood has
improved as the area has
rebranded. It’s a huge improvement in the quality
of life.
Working with the

neighbors, watching the
project come to life has
been an amazing process,
says Lee.
“Wabash Walls continues to be a highlight to my
career,” she says. “I could
not have asked for a better
neighborhood to work in.
They treat me like family.
I’m an honorary resident
— I love it.”
Because at the end of
the day, it’s truly about
people.
It’s about the artists
who have spent time in
the neighborhood, sharing
their stories with folks
who would stop to watch
the work and visit for a
bit. It’s about the residents who have opened
their arms, welcoming
and embracing both the
artists and the patrons
who come to see the art.
It’s about businesses
that have come alive and
welcomed the partnership
of the artists, encouraging
the camaraderie among
all involved.
It’s the story, Lee says,
of the transformative
power of art.

“More than ever, we
are turning to the arts
to remind us that we’re
human.”
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BY KEN THOMPSON
PHOTOS PROVIDED BY PURDUE RESEARCH FOUNDATION

Purdue Research
Foundation

From start-ups
to State Street,
there’s a lot
going on
on the prairie.

Purdue Research Park

Purdue Technology Centers
West Lafayette
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D

avid Ross’ impact upon Purdue University goes
far beyond the football stadium that has had his
name for nearly a century.
Ross, a president of the Purdue University Board
of Trustees and a prolific inventor, noticed that
industry did not have access to Purdue’s knowledge
and aid like farmers were provided through the Purdue University Extension Service.
So in the fall of 1930, Ross found a way to get
around the limitations created by Purdue’s status as
a public institution. With board member Josiah K.
Lilly, of Eli Lilly and Co., matching Ross’ $25,000 in
starter money (nearly $363,000 in today’s dollars),
the nonprofit Purdue Research Foundation was
created on Dec. 30, 1930.
“I think the bottom line is he wanted to make it
easier for businesses to interact with the university,” says Greg Deason, Senior Vice President of
Entrepreneurship and Place Making for the Purdue
Research Foundation.
“I think the essence was that he thought this could
be a vehicle that would allow the foundation to make
and take actions that would benefit the university
but could do it rapidly at the speed of business.”
Ross died in 1943 but Deason believes much of
today’s PRF was part of his original vision. Deason
notes that Purdue Research Park was the third great
research park in the world in 1961, following the
path of Stanford in 1952 and the Research Triangle
Park (Raleigh, Durham and Chapel Hill, North Carolina) in 1959.
“It is most likely he was concerned about creating
the framework for which great things could occur,”
Deason says. “I think he could have easily, based on
the efforts he was making, conceived of clusters of
businesses that began to operate near the university
so they could benefit from these relationships that
he had conceived. In many, many ways I think he
could have conceived of (research parks) and I think
in addition because of his background as an inventor
and an entrepreneur it’s quite likely he could have
conceived of a key function that we do where we
license our patents. I think he would have come up
with many of the things we are doing.”
The Purdue Research Foundation may be celebrating its 90th birthday in 2020 but it has changed

with the times. The impetus for change began when
former Indiana Governor Mitch Daniels became
university president in 2013.
“I believe because President Daniels brings the experience he’s had in both government and industry,
he has been very helpful and supportive of making
sure that the foundation did move into the direction
of focusing in on the commercialization of Purdue’s
technologies,” says Brian Edelman, who became
president of the Purdue Research Foundation in
2017.
“Before President Daniels’ administration, the
foundation really was somewhat of a real estate
trust. We still are but … what we do as far as real
estate and making building places is no longer the
focal mission. We do it to make sure we have what’s
needed to commercialize Purdue’s technologies.”
Simply put, the PRF’s mission is focused on
improving the world through its technologies and
graduates.
“That is why the office of technology commercialization is so core to our mission,” Edelman says.
“It’s why The Foundry that helps create the startups
around Purdue technologies is so critical.”
The Purdue Foundry’s mission statement says its
existence is to help Purdue students, faculty and
local alumni move ideas to the marketplace more
quickly.
One of those startups is Akonacure Pharmaceuticals, which developed a platform to produce natural
cancer therapies.
Sherine Abdelmawla, a Purdue pharmacy alumnus who earned her Ph.D. in medicinal chemistry
and molecular pharmacology in 2007, founded that
startup with her husband; both work with The
Purdue Foundry.
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“They helped us at the beginning to learn all
aspects of the business,” Abdelmawla says. “They
helped us transition from a technical team to a management team. Perfecting the investors’ pitch. Putting together a business plan. It’s a great resource.”
Abdelmawla says Akonacure’s original investors
were all from The Purdue Foundry and it continues to help the startup. “The Foundry doesn’t just
connect me with people within the boundary of
PRF, they will connect us with all the Purdue alum
network,” she explains. “PRF has a big network of
investors they can connect you to. They will be helpful throughout the life of the company.
“The best thing about the PRF is you’re almost
immediately treated like you’re a part of the family.
It feels a lot more personal than a business relationship. We’ll always feel very grateful, very loyal to The
Foundry and Purdue.”
Johnny Park calls himself “a major beneficiary”
professionally and personally of the Purdue Research Foundation. Park earned bachelor’s, master’s
and Ph.D. degrees from the School of Electrical Engineering and Computer Engineering at Purdue. He
became a research assistant professor in the school
as well.
With the PRF’s investment and a grant from
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the United States Dairy Association in 2008, Park
started Spensa Technologies in 2009 with the vision
of agricultural innovation that will reduce reliance
on manual labor, foster eco-friendly farming and
enhance crop production efficiency.
“As a young faculty member who had never started
a company and really did not understand many
aspects of the business, The Foundry and PRF was
extremely helpful in not only mentoring me as an
entrepreneur but also connecting the company to
all the relevant customers, stakeholders, potential
partners and investors,” Park says. “All those connections were very, very helpful.”
Spensa was acquired in 2018 by DTN, which continues to operate Spensa in Purdue Research Park.
Meanwhile, Park remains in West Lafayette as CEO
at the Wabash Heartland Innovation Network.
“I didn’t think I’d still be here but the opportunity Purdue provided us in this ecosystem was very
wonderful,” Park says. “What Purdue has built in
this town, the Purdue Research Park and all the
office spaces that are available is incredible. At the
cost, we’re getting quality. It’s not often talked about
but it’s a tremendous value for a startup to have the
infrastructure to take advantage of.”
Dr. Byron Pipes, the John L. Bray Distinguished
Professor of Engineering at Purdue, had experience
in the business world decades before coming to West
Lafayette in 2004. As co-founder and director of the
Center for Composite Materials at the University of
Delaware, Pipes developed an industrial consortium
of more than 40 corporate sponsors from nine different nations. Pipes also was president of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in New York from 1993-95.
Pipes’ research, involving composite materials
used in aviation and technology, is patented through
the PRF’s Office of Technology Commercialization.
He also took the lead in creating the Indiana Manufacturing Institute (based in Research Park), and is
executive director of the Composites Manufacturing
and Simulation Center.
“It was mutually beneficial for the relationship
to happen,” Pipes says. “From my perspective from
all the years I’ve spent in leadership and research is
that having a place that is almost off campus gave
the industry a view that maybe we weren’t so ‘ivory

tower.’ Companies are attracted to us because we’re
out in Research Park. We’re accessible.
“Whenever I get a company where the high-level
people are coming to see me, I make a quick appointment with the president of the Purdue Research
Foundation. He explains all about Research Park
and what we’re doing to build relationships. It has an
effect on them. ‘Wow, you guys are different.’ ”
One of the PRF’s newest partnerships is with the
city of West Lafayette. Mayor John Dennis uses one
word to describe his relationship with PRF.
“OUT-STANDING, with capital letters all the way
through,” Dennis says.
Dennis remembers in his first term getting a lesson in what he calls “PRF 101” from then-PRF executive director Joe Arnett.
“It wasn’t just enlightening to me as a newly elected guy, it was enlightening for me as a tool to better
understand how to improve relationships with Purdue,” Dennis says. “That was sort of the precursor to
some of the great things we’ve been able to do over
the past five or six years, including annexation and
the explosion of development in the Research Park.”
Dennis uses the recruitment of Saab as an example of how the collaboration between the Purdue
Research Foundation and the city has benefited
Greater Lafayette.
“We were looking at a way to have an incentive
package that would make us stand out amongst all
the communities that were competing for a high-end
development,” he says. “Purdue was in a position to
provide some incentivization, and the city of West
Lafayette was in a position to provide incentiviza-

West Lafayette Mayor John Dennis
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Lafayette Mayor Tony Roswarski, Purdue President Mitch Daniels,
Indiana Governor Eric Holcomb, Saab President and CEO Håkan
Buskhe, Indiana Secretary of Commerce Jim Schellinger
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tion. Also, which is completely unheard of, the city
of Lafayette participated in the recruitment of Saab
financially. If you look anywhere else in the country,
you will never find two cities that are going to do the
same thing to benefit one city.”
The State Street Project had modest beginnings
before a conversation between Dennis and Mitch
Daniels changed the scope of the project.
“We had an urban corridor that looked like it
hadn’t been touched since the days of the horse and
buggy,” Dennis says. “It basically excluded anything involving Purdue University. The storefronts
were ignored, parking was ignored, traffic flow was
ignored. It basically inhibited any type of business
development.
“Our original plan was to take State Street from
University down to the riverfront. Basically, we
would spend a few million dollars on it, dress it up
pretty and make it more accessible. Hopefully improve our business corridor so that people would be
more inclined to utilize it.”
Dennis felt obligated to share that plan with Daniels and his staff. It must have been some presentation because Daniels wanted Purdue to be a part of
the State Street Project.
“OK, sure, bring your checkbook,” was Dennis’
response. “By golly, he did.”
“That’s when the project changed from being a
local project to being a project that incorporated the
university all the way to the point of its furthest west
barrier, out to connect what was eventually going to
be (U.S) 231.”
Daniels’ enthusiasm for the State Street Project
led to Purdue’s annexation by West Lafayette, which
when the students are on campus swells the population to more than 80,000.
“Which makes us one of the most densely populated cities in the state of Indiana,” Dennis explains.
“That allowed us to give a lot of assurances to developers at getting a quick return on their investment.”
Edelman says Purdue’s nearly $100 million obligation to the State Street Project prompted the PRF to
make a $40 million land swap with the university
to be able to develop the Discovery Park district and
the aerospace district.
“But we should have been doing that on our own,”
he says. “The reason we should have been doing
that is because having the land open has led to the

expansion that is going on right now at the Rolls
Royce building, the building of the Saab plant, the
Schweitzer Engineering Labs. The real jobs that are
coming to the Greater Lafayette area through that
development is huge.”
Those jobs will bring in people looking for highend housing, which PRF is providing with Provenance, a single-family home development planned
for the former Black and Gold athletic fields.
“When we look to get a development, if we have a
developable parcel somewhere in the city or on the
west end at Purdue Research Park, people line up
because they know they are going to be in good company,” Dennis says. “It makes the recruiting really
easy. When it comes to hiring, they will get really
high-quality workers.
“We’ve got advanced manufacturing, we’ve got
one of the best universities in the country. We’ve
got great leadership, Tony Roswarski on the east
side and Mitch Daniels as president. We all have a
unified understanding of what’s best for this com-

Avalon Bluff
Phase III

munity, not on just the short term but long term. We
share resources and work collaboratively together.
The Purdue Research Foundation has been pivotal
in that.”
Dennis’ vision fits hand in hand with Edelman’s
outlook for the future.
“I hope that we can get more captains of industry
and captains of capital to land their G-IV jets at the
Purdue Airport and visit what we’re building,” Edelman says. “I believe that the very expensive costs
of starting a business and having employees on the
East and West coast, maybe the false views that the
only good ideas come out of the Bay Area or Boston
would be shattered if we could get these captains of
capital and industry to see what is going on in our
part of the prairie at Purdue.
“What I want to do is get them to land their jets
instead of flying over that so-called ‘flyover’ state of
Indiana and see what we’re building in the Greater
Lafayette area.” ★

Now
Available

Find your home sweet home at Avalon Bluff. This up and coming community is
conveniently located on the south side of Lafayette near top-rated county schools
and amenities including shopping, restaurants, walking trails and parks.

Homes start at the $170’s with ranch and two-story plans available.

TO LEARN MORE CONTACT CHUCK HOLLE:
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Donut shops old
and new keep
customers happy

BY KEN THOMPSON

PHOTO BY CHRISTINE PETKOV
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In a region that has more
than its share of locally
owned restaurants competing with national chains, it
should be no surprise that
Greater Lafayette has a
mixture of long-time favorite donut shops, two others
on the way to earning that
status and a newcomer that
is growing its clientele.

Mary Lou Donuts

Mary Lou Donuts opened for
business in 1961, but the only
thing about it that feels close to
its age is its mid-century modern
A-frame building on South Fourth
Street.
That’s because owner Jeff Waldon is always thinking about the
future while making the most of
the present. What did Waldon see
when he purchased Mary Lou’s in
2017?
“That it could be bigger than
that little A-frame on Fourth
Street,” says Waldon, a former
teacher and Lafayette Jeff girls
basketball coach. “The people
who came before me – Mary Lou
Graves, Keith Cochran and especially Brian Freed, who spent 37
years of his life there – 27 years as
owner, 10 as a worker. They made
that place. All we needed to do
was not screw that up.”
Waldon and his son, Courtney,
made sure of that by sticking to
what makes Mary Lou’s so popular. They make their own glaze,
whipped cream filling and icing.
“It’s a fresher product,” Waldon
says. “The more you can make it
like home-made, the better it’s
going to be.”

COVID-19 affected Mary Lou’s
like it has virtually every business
in the United States. Closing time
is now at 1 p.m. Monday through
Saturday. Mary Lou’s is closed
Sundays, and that will remain in
effect even when the pandemic
guidelines are rolled back.
Mary Lou’s counter remains
closed but the drive-thru is doing
good business. Even the regulars
have found a way to enjoy their
coffee and donuts.
“I used to have a 9 o’clock
group, a 10:30 group and I had my
1 o’clock guys, motorcycle riders
who would come by and eat every
day,” Waldon says. “My 4 o’clock
group that was there until we
closed, and we usually had to kick
them out at 5, now some of those
people are coming in the morning
and sitting in their lawn chairs in
the parking lot.”
One of Waldon’s innovations
– the food truck – also has been
mostly sidelined by COVID-19.
The good news is he’s getting
ready to roll it back out this fall in
smaller communities.
When the food truck hits the
road, demand will be high for
Mary Lou’s apple fritter.
“It’s the best one ever, anywhere,” Waldon says. “No one
makes one like it anywhere.”
Like elsewhere across the
country, the glazed yeast donut is
popular. So is Mary Lou’s blueberry cake donut. Waldon looks
forward to when he can reopen
the front doors so he can sell more
iced sugar cookies and cut-out
iced cookies. Waldon boasts of
having sold 15,000 cut-out cookies
at Christmas.
“We just started doing blueberry
muffins, chocolate, chocolate chip
and banana nut chocolate chip,”
he says. “Not everybody loves donuts and when you get something
for the family, we want to make
sure everybody gets something.”

Mary Lou’s will get a boost when
the Big Ten Network airs its third
season of “Campus Eats.” The production team spent the weekend
of Sept. 12 at Mary Lou’s.
If Waldon gets the chance,
here’s the message he’d like to
send to Big Ten country.
“Wherever you came from, you
probably had a favorite donut.
And if it’s unfortunate enough to
have been one of the big chain
donuts, you really missed out. If
you have a favorite hometown
donut, you are going to go to
(Mary Lou’s) and you’re going to
forget about all those other places.
The thing about our product—and
I hear it over and over and over
again—is that people will say I’ve
never had another donut like this
anywhere. The taste, the texture,
the size of donut I get, the quality
and the price, it’s ridiculous.”

O’Rear’s

This mainstay of downtown
Lafayette has been around since
the 1920s when William O’Rear
opened the bakery. O’Rear’s
moved to its current location, 312
N. Ninth St., in 1957.
Greg and Judy Lintner have
owned O’Rear’s since 2005, coming from a family that owned a
bakery in Rensselaer for 47 years.
“When we came from Rensselaer … we were more of a breakfast
roll and cake bakery but we did
everything: cookies, brownies,
pies,” Greg Lintner says. “You
name it, we did it, just like here.
The only difference is we do a few
rolls compared to a ton of rolls we
did in Rensselaer. We are more of
a pastry shop with all our cookies,
cupcakes and brownies. I like it a
lot better.”
Lintner admits that competing
with the likes of Mary Lou and
Corlew Donuts is difficult since
donuts are “90-some percent of
their business.”
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“Whereas when you come in
here you see just a few pans of
donuts we make,” he says. “Sometimes what’s so frustrating is you
make six or seven pans and sell
three. The next day you sell them
out and customers ask where are
your donuts.
“My mother and father told me
from the get-go when I first got
into the business, if you can figure
out the American public, you have
done something that we have not
done yet. You don’t know from
one day to the next who is coming
through that door.”
When customers do come in
to O’Rear’s, they ask for pastries,
cupcakes, cut-out cookies and regular cookies. Two big sellers are
the butter stars and tea cookies.
“Judy makes those two or three
times a week,” Lintner says.
“She’ll always tell me, ‘You’re not
going to believe this but we have
to make tea cookies again.’ Just to
show you the difference between
Rensselaer and here: the red star
cookies that we do are a staple
here. In Rensselaer, it was strictly
a holiday cookie.
In addition to closing six days a
week at 1 p.m. (O’Rear’s is closed
on Mondays), COVID-19 has affected business. With the churches
being closed in the early days of
the pandemic due to Indiana’s
stay-at-home mandate, Sundays
were no longer one of O’Rear’s
most profitable days.
But a couple of positives did
come out of the COVID-19 regulations.
“Since coming back now, our
cakes are even fresher than they
used to be,” Lintner says. “Now we
make smaller batches, so they are
even fresher and more moist.”
O’Rear’s also changed the way it
displays its baked goods.
“One good thing that’s immensely helped is everything is
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now packaged,” Lintner explains.
“Whereas before people almost
frowned on the fact that it was
packaged. They wanted it from the
pan, open aired. Now our shelf life
has doubled or tripled because it
stays fresher longer.”

Hammer Donuts

The West Lafayette bakery gets
the word out to Purdue University students and the public about
its product mostly through social
media platforms Facebook, Instagram and Twitter.
Owner Michael Cho, who started
working at Hammer Donuts as a
manager, says marketing was a
lot easier before COVID-19 sent
most of his clientele packing from
Purdue housing.
“We lost a few orders due to the
impact of this pandemic. We used
to have weekly standing orders
from a few churches and wedding
orders from time to time. However, we are fortunate that we still
have the order from Circle K convenience stores, which can keep
our business running,” he says.
The seven Circle K Stores in
West Lafayette are now the only
places to buy Hammer donuts.
The pandemic forced Hammer
to alter its sales from retail to a
store-to-store business.
Cho believes in the potential for
Hammer Donuts’ growth, so much
so that he says he decided to take
a risk and take over when the previous owner, a partner of Discount
Den, was selling it.
Popular items include filled
donuts, glazed yeast donuts and
cereal topping donuts.
“We are a local business and we
try our best to keep everything local,” Cho says. “Our employees are
mostly Purdue students. Almost
all of them are inexperienced and
for many of them, this was their
first job. We taught and trained

them how to make donuts from
scratch.
“We often support student
events by donating free donuts.
We are a new and growing company, but we are always trying our
best to give back to our community.”

Mama Ines Mexican Bakery

Rosa Cornejo is one of 10 children raised by Maria Ines Cornejo
in the small village of Salazares
Tlatenango in Zacatecas, Mexico.
There, Rosa Cornejo developed
her personal philosophy of “everyone else’s ‘can’t’ is my “I can.’”
After moving to Lafayette and
establishing herself in the community, Cornejo likely heard people
saying “she can’t” when opening
the bakery named after her mother.
What those doubters didn’t realize was that the decision to open
a bakery was not made lightly.
Rosa and her sister, Livier Alvarez,
saw many Mexican restaurants in
Greater Lafayette but not many
bakers that were serving Mexican
bread. That’s as much a staple in
the Latino diet as donuts are to
Americans.
From a modest beginning, a
1,000-square-foot location on
Greenbush Street and Sagamore
Parkway, Mama Ines made the big
leap into an 11,000-square-foot
building in 2014, once occupied by
Ryan’s Grill, Buffet and Bakery.
Mama Ines’ authentic holiday
Mexican fare of Day of the Dead
bread and Sugar Skulls drew attention from the PBS show “A Few
Great Bakeries” in 2015. In 2016,
Cornejo was cited by the state of
Indiana as the Latino Business
Owner of the Year.
In addition to Mexican Sweet
Bread, the bakery’s most popular
items are tamales and burritos,
cakes, flan and specialty desserts,

cookies, fresh fruit and vegetable
juices. Mama Ines also is proud of
its wedding cakes, made with only
fresh, all-natural ingredients.

Corlew Donut Co.

The apple fritter is also a popular item on the menu at Corlew
Donut Co., which has been in
business since 1999.
Debbie and Tom Corlew were
among the first to see the potential for business along what is
now Veterans Memorial Parkway.
They’ve been rewarded with a
loyal following that indulges in
cinnamon rolls, tiger tails, creamfilled bismarcks and blueberry
cake donuts.
Corlew Donut Co. is open
Tuesday through Sunday from
5 to 11 a.m. ★

Everything
is better
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donuts...
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INARI

Seeds of Change
BY JANE MCLAUGHLIN ANDERSON
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The U.S. Census predicts that the world population will grow to more than nine million people by 2050. To keep up with the growing demand for food with fewer farmers
and shrinking farmland acreage, it is estimated that agricultural production will need
to double in the ensuing years. Smart farming is not only a good idea; it is imperative.
Precision agriculture is the answer to become more efficient, productive, sustainable and
affordable to both producers and consumers. Technological advances continue to evolve
in agriculture, from fertilizer and irrigation systems, soil mapping and more efficient
farm machinery, GPS systems and programmable tractors, to drones and genetic seed
engineering. Necessity is the mother of innovation.
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Inari is a privately held company founded in 2016 by Flagship
Pioneering, a life sciences innovation firm. Headquartered outside
of Boston in Cambridge, Massachusetts, Inari’s goal is to use genetic
technology and computational tools to generate step-change products for independent seed companies and, ultimately, farmers. Its
business is to provide the best parent seed through gene editing to
independent seed companies who, in turn, can create hybrids or varieties for farmers. Inari’s product development center of excellence
at the Purdue Research Park was established in November of 2018
and is the world’s first Seed Foundry.
Gene editing is different from genetically modified organisms
(GMOs) in that it does not necessarily introduce foreign genes into
the seed. Targeted gene editing using the diversity of a plant species’
genome can enable farmers to select specific crop varieties that have
features to enhance production.
Since agriculture is a critical industry, Inari continued working
during COVID-19. It made recommended social distancing accommodations in labs and the office, but research and development
continued. “If anything, COVID-19 reinforced the need for more
products to feed the world; products which are better for the environment in terms of being more efficient in their water or fertilizer
intake,” says CEO Ponsi Trivisvavet. “We are fortunate to serve
during this period of time.”
“Our seed foundry approach is unique to Inari,” Trivisvavet says.
“We start with a computational algorithm to gain genetic knowledge.
The second step is gene-editing, and the third step is creating the
parent seed that we will provide to independent seed companies.
The deep knowledge from the very start gives us a continuous feedback loop from the lab and greenhouse to the field. Together with
advanced genomic tools, this allows us to cut down the development
time by 70 percent, and the economic costs down 90 percent.”
This process shortens the time for product development by about
two-thirds as compared to traditional breeding products that can
take about 10 years to commercialize, saving both time and money. The goal is to give independent seed companies, and ultimately
farmers, a way to maximize yield and profit with products that are
friendlier to the environment by designing them to be less dependent on fertilizer and water.
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Inari’s expansion to the Midwest was intentional to be closer to
the corn and soybean belt. It did a broad search and ultimately chose
West Lafayette because of its proximity to Purdue University regarding collaborations with other scientists, technology groups and talent
pools. Inari started with 26,000 square feet of space and in one year
increased its footprint to about 80,000 square feet, with a greenhouse at Purdue Research Park, plus 80 acres of prime farmland in
West Lafayette with two additional greenhouses. Corn, soybeans and
wheat are the focus now, with other crops within its sights in
the future.
Hoosiers may not realize that these staple crops provide products
that are essential for everyday life, way beyond corn syrup, tofu and
bread. Components within the corn plant are found in baby food,
beer, bricks, cleansers, coated aspirin, cosmetics, diapers, gas and
oil, glues, hand soap, jelly beans, matches, paint and varnish, pharmaceuticals, toothpaste, tires, Windex and whiskey.
Soybean components are found in AstroTurf, paintballs, candles, chewing gum, crayons (1 acre of soybeans can produce 82,368
crayons!), fire logs, ink and wood stain. Wheat components are
found in adhesives, beer, cosmetics, hair conditioners, liquid laundry
detergents, moisturizers, paper and particle board. Life in America
depends on these versatile plants.
The whole process begins in Cambridge with computerized models
of the plant’s genetic code. Through computational design, it can go
through generations of breeding in minutes. Through technology, it
can make changes in the genome. What started on the computer is
then created in the lab, then taken to the field for more testing and
research. The West Lafayette facility specializes in making precise
changes in the plant genome in the lab and regenerating those plants
to test in the field. Information is continuously fed back into the process to inform the best changes to make the plant exhibit the desired
characteristics that are valuable to farmers. This method significantly speeds up the traditional plant breeding process because farmers
don’t have to wait a season to gain knowledge.
Inari has a third facility in Ghent, Belgium, that specializes in
plant research. It is closely affiliated with Ghent University and the
VIB life sciences research institute. Altogether, the company employs 160 people. The West Lafayette location has 70 employees
and anticipates hiring more in the next three to five years. Inari is
a female-friendly company with a female CEO, Trivisvavet, and a
balanced leadership team.
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“We are grateful to Purdue President Mitch Daniels and Dean of
Agriculture Karen Plaut for their support,” Trivisvavet says. “They
have been very helpful, as has the entire community.” Inari hosts
Purdue graduate courses for tours and career discussions and science-focused open houses at one of its Purdue Research Park facilities. On their own time, several Inari employees go to local schools
to share science and technology with kindergarteners through high
schoolers. Inari’s goal is not just to occupy space in the region but
also to be an integrated, contributing part of the community.
“I am very excited about the Inari employees in West Lafayette,
their experience, commitment and desire to make an impact in
agriculture,” says Trivisvavet. “I’m extremely encouraged by the
positive people committed to the company, the industry, and
the community.” ★
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BY CINDY GERLACH
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Purdue
Memorial
Union:

A new look
with an
emphasis on
Boiler pride...

F

rom the outside, the Purdue Memorial

Union stands unchanged, a testament to the past
hundred years. The stately brick structure, a mainstay of the Purdue University campus for the better
part of a century, welcomes students and visitors
alike, as a place to gather and commune.
Yet the once-familiar interior is undergoing a
transformation. In some ways, it will look much as
it always has, with its architectural themes remaining strong and constant. Yet in so many other ways
— some obvious, some more subtle — the Union
is recreating itself, thanks to a massive renovation
project.
And all in the name of Purdue.
The Union, as so many students have experienced it over the past century, is much like its
counterparts around the country. There was a wave
of student union construction following World War
I; these gothic-inspired buildings opened on campuses in the early 1920s as a monument to men
and women from these universities who had fought
and died in that war.
Pond and Pond, the architectural firm commissioned to build the Purdue Memorial Union, also
built student unions in the 1920s at the University
of Michigan, Michigan State University and the
University of Kansas.
The Purdue Memorial Union opened its doors
in 1924. Shops, restaurants and even a bowling
alley, along with offices for student services, are all
housed in the Union; the Union Club Hotel opened
in 1929 when the building was completed.
The basic function of the Union has not, and will
not change, says Zane Reif, senior director of the
Purdue Memorial Union. But some intentional
rebranding has been worked into the renovations.
“We didn’t have any kind of homage to Purdue,”
Reif says. “You didn’t walk in and feel like you were
at Purdue.”
The $47 million project was funded in part by
a gift from Bruce White, an alumnus and founder
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of White Lodging, a hotel property management
group. An additional gift comes from the Dean and
Barbara White Foundation.
The first phase of the project, which includes a
renovation of the Union Club Hotel, wrapped up
in August. The hotel, whose rooms had felt a little
tired and dated, has reopened and now sports an
updated, more boutique feel. With 182 rooms, it’s
still the largest hotel in Tippecanoe County, says
Reif, despite losing about 10 rooms as the space
was reconfigured.
The lobby, with its new skylight, has a more open
and airy feel about it. With select Purdue-themed
memorabilia on the walls, the connection to Purdue is much more evident. All guest rooms have
been updated; the fitness center was enlarged and
reconfigured. A new lobby bar and a hidden patio
add to the amenities guests will enjoy.
And, of course, the hotel is a learning lab, as students in the Hospitality & Tourism Management
Program take advantage of the real-life experience
of seeing an actual hotel in operation.
Epicureans will delight in the new restaurant,
8Eleven Modern Bistro — the name is yet another
Purdue reference, paying tribute to two of NASA’s
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programs, Gemini 8 and Apollo 11. The upscale menu

“It will have a traditional feel, but a modern

features an eclectic mix of American dishes with

traditional feel,” he says. “We’re returning as much

French touches, along with farm-inspired cocktails

original stuff as we can.”

and local craft beers. And the

The Purdue branding will
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continue, he says, and the

with large windows allowing

historic arch motif, visible in
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room and signature cocktails,
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changes are in store. Pappy’s
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Sweet Shop and the 1869

the Union much more of a
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destination for locals,

not return in those locations,

Reif says.

though parts of Pappy’s will
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return in a different configu-

modernized. Technology will

ration in the Union.

be updated; there will be

Some shops and restau-

better restroom placement,

rants are moving around.

including family and gender

When the food court reopens,

inclusive restrooms.

it will not feature your typical

“We will maintain the best

student union fast food, says

traditions of the building

Reif. Instead, 11 new concepts

while including modern tech-

are coming, with Asian, Latin

nology,” says Reif.

and European influences.

The project is slated to be

Included is Walk-On’s Sports

complete by January of 2022,

Bistreaux, co-owned by Drew

Reif says. When the building

Brees, the first appearance of

reopens, visitors will see the

that eatery in a student union,

same Memorial Union they

as well as a dining option

have come to know and love.

operated by Scott Trzaskus,

But they will see it slightly

Purdue graduate and owner

updated and modernized. It

of East End Grill in down-

will be more user-friendly to

town Lafayette.

all visitors — more accessible,

The main floor of the Union will be updated and

more welcoming. It will be the perfect space for stu-

restored. But the building will retain its original char-

dents and the community alike. And above all, it will

acter and remain true to the architecture, Reif says.

have its own identity, Reif says. ★
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“You’ll know you’re at Purdue.”
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Visit Lafayette-West Lafayette
A great place to live, work and play!
(Psst! Tell your friends and family!)

Share your favorite

pics of our community...

• Want to stay updated on the latest
community happenings?
• Need help in preparing a bid to bring your state
or regional tournament or meeting here?
• Have family or friends visiting?
• Want to take a staycation in your own backyard?

tag your social media photos with

#HOMEOFPURDUE

• Whether you are a lifelong resident, a newcomer,
thinking of moving here or just visiting, the
Visit Team can offer valuable insights to
the community. Give us a call, email us for
information or stop in the visitors center for
assistance. HomeOfPurdue.com offers lots of
great insight too!

Follow our social media channels for local happenings!
Visit Lafayette-West Lafayette • 301 Frontage Road, Lafayette, IN 47905 • Visit website for hours.
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Small Business Saturday
Local shops get personal ►
BY CINDY GERLACH

PHOTOS BY CHRISTINE PETKOV
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mall Business Saturday is a national movement launched in 2011, designed
to get shoppers into smaller locally owned businesses on the Saturday after
Thanksgiving. Locally, friendly neighborhood businesses partner with Greater
Lafayette Commerce and offer specials and swag bags, resulting in a festive
holiday shopping atmosphere.
Small boutique shops offer products that are often local and more specialized,
says Richelle Peterson, owner of Richelle in a Handbasket at Market Square.
“We’re all about gifts,” she says. “We go back to the basics of giving with
a purpose.”
At Richelle in a Handbasket, the shopping experience is very low-key and
stress-free, very friendly. Customers are always greeted with a warm hello,
Peterson says, and the shopping experience is very personal. There won’t be
fighting in line or battles over items; instead, people will sit back, enjoy a cup
of hot cocoa, and find exactly the gift they were looking for, as Peterson and her
staff help customize gift baskets and selections.
“It’s like you’re coming into my house,” Peterson says. “It’s warm, it’s very
laid back, very happy.”
Helping customers find exactly the gift they are looking for, and not just settling for what is easy, is part of the shop’s mission, says Peterson. They special-

Richelle Peterson
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ize in customized gift baskets, which
can be tailored to meet a customer’s
exact needs, thus creating the perfect
gift.
“We help people put thought into
their gifts,” she says. “We try to make
it a little more personal. People can
take their time. It’s about the thought
— we help with that. We’re here to
help, not to push.”
At Boutique LoriAnn, 101 N. Sixth
St., the emphasis is on quality and
catering to customers’ exact needs,
says owner Lori Schlaifer. Holiday
shopping in the boutique will be upscale and, again, more personal.
The shop won’t be as crowded
as a women’s clothing retailer at a
mall, she says. And because she only
orders a very limited number of each
item, a customer can be sure that she
won’t see everyone she knows wearing the exact same item she buys.
Because her boutique is small,
Schlaifer gets to know — really know
— her customers, their likes and preferences. When an item comes that
she thinks might suit someone, she
lets them know.
“It’s more intimate,” she says. “It’s
more personal.”
Down the road at Stall & Kessler’s,
333 Columbia St., the focus is also
on personalization and customization, says co-owner Kris Kessler. The
shop values all its customers, he says
— “We’re excited to see anyone walk
in the front door.”
As a specialty business, they do
focus on high-end jewelry, and pieces
are customized to each person’s
needs — everything from earrings,
bracelets and necklaces to cufflinks
and specially designed rings. People
tend to think that means a higher
price tag, Kessler says. But that is not
necessarily the case.
Plus, he feels they are selling much
more than a mere product.
“We’re selling on a deeper level

Lori Schlaifer
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Exciting changes for
Shop Small 2020

than most retailers,” he says. “We are selling quality pieces of jewelry that celebrate these moments in people’s lives. I really find the joy and the connection
when people come in and are celebrating that engagement or anniversary.
“Yes, what we’re selling is rock and metal. But it’s part of these moments in a
lifetime. We really cherish that.”
There are people who might find shopping downtown intimidating, fearful of
finding — or, more importantly, not finding — parking, or of stores not feeling
welcoming. That could not be further from the truth, say both Schlaifer and
Kessler.
“One of the nice things we have downtown is parking that is 15 feet away
from our front door,” Kessler says. “At the mall, it’s a lot longer walk.”
Schlaifer agrees — it’s one of the benefits of her location at the corner of Sixth
and Columbia streets, which is surrounded by two-hour parking spots.
“It’s pretty easy to find parking,” she says.
When people shop in locally owned businesses, much more of the profit stays
in town. According to shopsmall.com, for every dollar spent at a small business, about 67 cents stays in the local community. Locally, businesses noted an
80 percent increase in sales on Shop Small Saturday over a regular Saturday,
according to Greater Lafayette Commerce.
Peterson says this is definitely part of the appeal of Richelle in a Handbasket,
which proudly features locally made products.
“People shop here because we have Indiana products, a plethora of them,”
she says.
The effects of COVID-19 will certainly affect how people shop this holiday
season. Kessler says their store has never been cleaner as they focus on keeping
their environment as safe as possible for everyone.
And Peterson says she has seen a huge shift in how people interact given the
limits on how people can be together. She has shipped a lot of gifts so people
can send a little love with a gift basket, because people can’t be near those they
care about.
“I think people have forgotten how to be human in their giving,” Peterson
says. “A lot more matters. Families, people, neighbors matter. I think it’s
brought some humanity back.”
But the biggest benefit of shopping small is the relationships among people.
Kessler says he has seen many people turn to online shopping during these
days of the pandemic. Stall & Kessler’s is not set up for online shopping. However, he says, their staff can make that work. They were recently able to help a
customer purchase a piece of jewelry as an 80th birthday gift — over the phone.
It was an accommodation they were happy to make.
“We really appreciate the people who choose to support us,” he says.
Christmas shopping should be fun. Gift-giving should be about the thought
and about the experience. Local businesses, Peterson says, are better able to
make those connections with customers and make it happen.
“We like talking to people,” she says. “We want people to enjoy shopping and
enjoy giving, not break the bank. In today’s world, that matters.” ★
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Greater Lafayette Commerce and its
Main Street committee are developing
a series of scavenger hunts, using the
GooseChase app, to promote local
businesses this Shop Small season.
The scavenger hunts will run through
December 31. Participating small businesses will create missions for people
playing the games. Players need only
download the app on their phones and
click the shop small missions.
The scavenger hunts will include
missions where participants take
photos of special items within stores,
photos of the foods they eat, or videos
of them making purchases. Players
will compete for points; the more missions someone completes, the more
points they earn. There will be prizes
for top point earners (swag bags filled
with gifts and gift certificates from
participating businesses).
To help maintain social distancing
the missions will be randomly ordered
to drive players to different stores
every day.
“We know our small businesses are
gearing up this year to offer consumers unique products and gifts. We
hope the players find the scavenger
hunts to be a fun way to get their competitive juices flowing while getting
them out to the retailers’ shops,” says
Mark Lowe, small business consultant
for Greater Lafayette Commerce.

You can learn more about Shop Small
Greater Lafayette at greaterlafayettecommerce.com Or contact Mark Lowe
at mlowe@greaterlafayettecommerce.
com. To participate in the Shop Small
Greater Lafayette scavenger hunts,
players can download the GooseChase
app at goosechase.com or from the
google or apple app stores.

Kris and Jeff Kessler

Discover the DeFOUW Difference...

Family owned and operated since 1961,

DeFOUW, strives to provide the best customer
service experience during your car purchase
and throughout the life of your vehicle. We are
not just your source for Pre-owned, New
Chevrolet and BMW vehicles – we work just
as hard to give back to our great city and nearby
communities. Being the best place to work and
giving back all while working together as a team,
is standard at DeFOUW Automotive.

L AFAYETTE’S FULL-SERVICE DEALERSHIP
SALES | SERVICE | PARTS | COLLISION CENTER

320 SAGAMORE PARKWAY S. | 765.449.2800 | DeFOUW.COM
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BY ANGELA K. ROBERTS
PHOTOS PROVIDED BY VISIT LAFAYETTE - WEST LAFAYETTE
AND NICHES LAND TRUST

“Indiana …
is a garden
Where the seeds of
peace have grown,
Where each tree,
and vine, and
flower
Has a beauty ...
all its own.
Lovely are the
fields and
meadows,
That reach out to
hills that rise
Where the dreamy
Wabash River
Wanders on …
through paradise.”
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An Indiana
autumn
invites
you to
take a hike

In his ode to Indiana, “Indiana,”
that was adopted as the official
state poem in 1963, Arthur Franklin
Mapes (1913-1986) did not specify during which season he most
enjoyed the fields, hills and the
wandering Wabash River. Most of
us today would agree, however, that
when the greens of an Indiana summer transition to the golds, auburns
and russets of fall, it’s a great time to
get out into nature.
In anticipation of this most colorful season, we laced up our athletic
shoes and road-tested several trails
in Greater Lafayette, including some
far off the beaten path. Here are our
recommendations.
Clegg Memorial Garden
Ninety years ago, Harold and Ruth
Clegg purchased a plot of land overlooking Wildcat Creek as a country
home. After the death of their only
son, they turned their private garden
into a public memorial and added
trails for visitors to enjoy. Today,
the botanical garden is owned by
Niches Land Trust, a west central
Indiana conservation group whose
offices are located in the former
Clegg cottage. Sloping 100 feet down
into the valley, the well-maintained
paths meander through a variety of
ecosystems, including woodland,
prairie and savanna. During fall’s
peak, the canopied forest displays
an array of vibrant colors. Bridges
connect some parts of the trails, but
be careful of some narrow slopes on
the way downhill.
• 1782 N. 400 East, Lafayette
• Parking: Gravel lot across the road
from the property entrance
• 16.5 acres with 1.1 miles of trails
• nicheslandtrust.org

Photo by Dan Hester of Clegg Memorial Garden
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Granville Sand Barrens

Celery Bog Nature Area

Ten miles southwest of West Lafayette lies a rare Indiana example
of a sand barren, a sandy-soiled area
that appeared in the wake of glacial
melts. The Granville Sand Barrens,
adjacent to the Roy Whistler Wildlife Area, includes a restored prairie
and savanna. Niches Land Trust has
mowed a half-mile trail along which
you can enjoy a dense group of golden aster — also a rarity in the state
— and other wildflowers. The sandy
soil is most visible just before the
trail connects with a forested section
that is part of the Roy
Whistler Wildlife Area.

Once a large vegetable farm operated by immigrants from Holland,
the Celery Bog Nature Area now
provides a suburban respite near
several neighborhoods and apartment complexes. Operated by the
West Lafayette Parks and Recreation Department, it contains both
paved and unpaved trails rambling
through prairie, savanna, woodlands and marshland. Cattail Trail,
which runs through the Celery Bog
and passes by Lilly Nature Center,
is part of the city’s 27-mile paved
trail system and is designated as a
National Recreation Trail. Bicycling
is allowed in paved areas.

• Southwest of Granville Bridge in
western Tippecanoe County

Closed in November for deer-control hunting

• Parking: Gravel and grass lot at
the trailhead
• Size: 80 acres with a .5 mile-trail
connecting to the Roy Whistler
Wildlife Area
• nicheslandtrust.org

• 1620 Lindberg Rd., West Lafayette
• Parking: Paved and gravel lots
near trailheads and the Lilly
Nature Center
• Restrooms: Lilly Nature Center
• Size: 195 acres, with 4.3 miles of 		
paved trails and several footpaths with
interpretive signs and viewing decks
• westlafayette.in.gov

Mulvey Pond
Considered one of the better places in the West Lafayette area to see
waterfowl and shorebirds, Mulvey
Pond is nestled among farmland,
wetland and marshland just off US
231 near Montmorenci, an unincorporated town north of West Lafayette. Niches Land Trust operators
have mowed a labyrinth of sorts
into the tall prairie grasses around
the pond, where birds and insects
drown out the hum of nearby roads.
• Near Montmorenci off US 231

Seasonal Features: Waterfowl migration

• Parking: Gravel lot at the trailhead
• Size: 52 acres with mowed trails 		
through the prairie
• nicheslandtrust.org

Trailhead Park
North of the Celery Bog, tucked
away near Purdue Research Park,
is the tiny Trailhead Park. The
park links to a fairly wide, straight
section of the National Recreational
Trail-designated Northwest Greenway Trail. Walkers, runners, bicyclists and rollerbladers share this
section of the paved path, which
starts at the roadside park and connects to the Soleado Vista neighborhood up north. South of Kalberer
Road, the trail continues, eventually
joining up with Cattail Trail. If you
travel east along Kalberer, the trail
connects to Cumberland Park.
• Intersection of Kalberer Road and
Kent Avenue, West Lafayette
• Parking: Just east of the trail, next
to a shelter and picnic tables
• Size: 4 acres
• westlafayette.in.gov
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Armstrong Park
A beautifully landscaped greenspace with tennis courts, softball fields
and the Castaway Bay swimming
pool, Armstrong Park anchors the
corner of South Ninth Street
and Beck Lane on the south side of
Lafayette. Named after Purdue alumnus and astronaut Neil Armstrong,
the park features Armstrong Trail,
a paved asphalt loop encircling the
pond. Lafayette Parks & Recreation
maintains the trail, part of 6 miles
of paved trails in the city, along with
many more unpaved. All Lafayette
trails are available for walking,
running, bicycling, rollerblading and
cross-country skiing. Pets must be
leashed. Because of its popularity as
a dog-walking destination, Armstrong Trail may not be suitable for
dogs that aren’t well-socialized.

• 821 Beck Lane, Lafayette
• Parking: Several lots, including one
near the tennis courts and north end
• Size: 30 acres with a two-thirds
mile trail
• lafayette.in.gov

Prophetstown Sate Park
For thousands of years, Native
Americans hunted and lived in the
area near current-day Battle Ground
where the Tippecanoe and Wabash
rivers meet. Today, Prophetstown
State Park, named for an indigenous village established in 1808 by
Tecumseh, who was Shawnee, and
his brother Tenskwatawa, who was
called the Prophet, features 2,000
acres where park officials are restoring native landscapes. Nine miles of
trails ranging from easy to moderate

Out
About
★

★

★

snake their way through the park,
which also includes picnic areas, a
campground and seasonal aquatic
center. Trail No. 1 takes you through
a former Christmas tree plantation
of Douglas fir before winding its way
through tallgrass prairie, a marsh
and a field of wild cherry and Osage
orange (hedge apple) trees. ★
• Mapping address is 5545 Swisher 		
Road, West Lafayette
• Gate fee: Noncommercial vehicles with
Indiana license plates are $8, and with
out-of-state plates, $10. Fee includes
admission to the Farm at Prophetstown
next door.
• Restrooms: Comfort stations and vault
toilets in several locations
• Parking: Several parking lots are available, including some near trailheads
• Size: 30 acres with 9 miles of trails
• lafayette.in.gov

GRAB A FRIEND

and discover 800+ local theatre,
concerts, meetups, exhibits, workshops
and more to choose from!

Tippecanoe Arts Federation

making the arts work

PLAN YOUR OUTING TODAY AT OutAndAboutArts.com
This project made possible by:
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BY ANGELA K. ROBERTS

PHOTOS BY CHRISTINE PETKOV

A
‘Midwestern
oasis’

Purdue grads
create a contemporary,
comfortable inn
near campus
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Andrew and Elizabeth Whittaker
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Crown Point, Indiana, native
Elizabeth Dimos was pursuing
a career in front-of-the-house
hospitality management. Andrew
Whittaker, who hailed from a small
town outside Canterbury, England,
was passionate about the culinary
arts.
When they met in 1999 during a
graduate accounting class at Purdue University, the two discovered
that while their career aspirations
varied, they shared a common
interest in serving others. Twenty
years later, they opened the Whittaker Inn in West Lafayette.
Tucked away on a wooded drive
near State Road 43, the 25-acre
property is equal parts boutique
hotel and bed and breakfast, a suburban retreat just slightly down a
road less traveled. As Andrew noted during the inn’s groundbreaking
ceremony in 2019, “What’s not to
love about this site? The Whittaker
is just so secluded from everything,
yet so close to Purdue University
and downtown Lafayette.”
Seven years in the planning, the
Whittaker Inn is now thriving as
what the couple calls a “Midwestern oasis” and what reviewers have
described on Facebook as “spacious, romantic and comfortable;”
“top-notch” and “outstanding.”

The root of their careers and
relationship
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romantic

After Elizabeth completed her
bachelor’s degree and Andrew
completed his master’s, both
from Purdue’s School of Hospitality and Tourism Management,
they each found jobs on the East
Coast. Andrew worked in food and
beverage finance in New York city
properties, beginning with The
Waldorf Astoria. Elizabeth started
in front office management, then
transitioned into revenue management for several different hotels
and chains, including five years in
Times Square properties.

spacious

Photo provided

While they both enjoyed successful careers, by 2012, they were
ready for a change. The couple had
a long talk about their future while
staying at a B&B in Connecticut
and decided they had strayed too
far from the service side of the
hospitality industry.
When they dreamed up the idea
of an inn, it was only natural that
they return to the root of both their
careers and their relationship:
Greater Lafayette.
After nearly a year of searching,
the Whittakers discovered the

wooded site where deer grazed
and blue herons bred. Located
near both I-65 and Purdue, it
was an ideal location for football
weekends, corporate retreats and
romantic getaways. In 2018, they
broke ground, and in May 2019, the
red-roofed, yellow farmhouse-style
inn opened for business.

A family affair

Just as a travel-loving family furnishes its home with objects from
around the world, the Whittakers
have outfitted their establishment

Most people
don’t take the
bus because
they simply
don’t know
what to do.

So, we created a
website where you can:
• Learn how to ride
• Get the MyCityBus app
• Buy mobile bus passes
• And more

Visit us at
ride.gocitybus.com
to learn more!
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comfortable
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top-notch

with 15 themed rooms and suites,
each representing a city, region or
country. Every continent except
Antarctica is represented.
“Andrew and I have always
had a great passion for travel and
learning about different cultures
and the perspective you gain while
traveling,” Elizabeth says. “We
chose the destinations for each of
the rooms based on places we have
been to, places we have family ties
to, and places we would like to go
to someday.”
Instead of room numbers outside
each door, small placards depict
the flag of the room’s representative country. Inside, the theme
carries through in furnishings
and decor. In the Tuscany Room,
named after the region of Italy
known for its terra cotta villas and
sunflower fields, the contemporary bed is adorned with a quilted
sunflower-themed scarf made by
Elizabeth’s mother. The flowers
also sprout from wall art and from
the crocheted blanket draped over
a chair in the sitting room. The
coffee table holds books about Vatican City and Tuscany, and a guest
book invites visitors who have been
to Italy to leave recommendations
for future travelers. Above each
nightstand is a pendant light made
from Murano glass – the famed
glassware that has been manufactured on a Venetian island for
1,500 years.
Similarly, the England Room features Andrew’s homeland, with a
framed photo of Canterbury Cathedral and a red phone booth-styled
floor statue, given to the couple
by Andrew’s mom. Down the hall,
looming over the Indiana-themed
board room is a 500-plus pound table carved from Douglas fir into the
state’s characteristic shape. Shadow
boxes on the wall contain memorabilia from Elizabeth’s grandfather,
P.L. Owens, the room’s namesake,
who was a civil engineer, a Saga-

Photo provided

Photo provided

more of the Wabash recipient and
the first family member to graduate
from Purdue University.
The entire creation of the inn
was a family affair. Along with
many quilted pieces, Elizabeth’s
mom crafted handmade soaps and
crocheted washcloths for the bathrooms. She also bakes the cookies
that overnight guests receive upon
arrival. Elizabeth’s dad donated his
pool table. Many of the Whittakers’
friends supplied original artwork.
Despite these B&B touches, the
inn looks like an upscale hotel,
with a two-story gathering room
and spa-like amenities such as
plush bathrobes and rainfall showerheads. Elizabeth says that she
and Andrew planned this juxtaposition of the comfortable and the
chic from the beginning, borrowing
the best elements from the various
places they’ve stayed. Even the
check-in is designed to evoke a feeling of comfort; instead of standing
behind a desk, Elizabeth registers
her guests with an electronic tablet.

Globally inspired cuisine

Elizabeth’s dad came from
Greece, and his ancestry is reflected not only in the Greece Room
with its characteristic blue-andwhite decor, but also in many of
the recipes that chef Andrew cooks
up in their kitchen. Among them: a
mouth-watering white rice cooked
in butter and chicken broth; a
roasted fingerling potato salad
lightly tossed with olive oil; and the
rustic Greek Village Salad, a lettuce-free concoction of tomatoes,
peppers, olives and feta.
Other globally inspired dishes include beer-battered fish and chips,
served with both tartar sauce and
malt vinegar; and Mojito chicken,
marinated in mint, rum, lime and
sugar. Andrew incorporates locally
sourced ingredients into dishes
whenever possible.
The house specialty is Andrew’s
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crab cakes. “He has spent several
years perfecting the recipe, and it
has become a fan favorite,” Elizabeth says.
The Whittaker Kitchen is
open for breakfast only to overnight guests, but to everyone for
dinner on select evenings. The
690-square-foot dining room seats
up to 50, with additional seating on
the patio.

Adapting to changing market
factors

Equipped with flat screen TVs
and conference call capabilities,
the inn can be rented out for corporate retreats, business gatherings
and family reunions. The dining
room itself can also be used for
everything from 50th anniversary
celebrations to a private English
afternoon tea for 7-24 of your closest friends. Event space has been
more limited, of course, during the
pandemic.
Despite the challenges of
COVID-19, Elizabeth says she and
Andrew were fortunate that their
inn opened nine months before the
pandemic hit. In recent months,
they have adapted their approach
in response to changing market
factors.
When restaurants were closed by
Indiana executive order, the couple
put together a to-go menu. Pickups
were still available in early September, even though the patio and
dining room had both reopened.
“Carryout literally and figuratively
carried us through the pandemic
shutdown. It has been very well
received by the community, as they
wanted a way to continue to support
us and the Whittaker while travel
was all but shut down except for
essential travel,” Elizabeth says. “Andrew’s culinary offerings have always
been a big draw to the inn.” ★

outstanding
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Check
out one of
these books
to rev up
your winter
reading »
BY CINDY GERLACH
STOCK PHOTOGRAPHY
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As the temperatures cool down and we
move our recreation back indoors, folks
will be reaching for books to keep them
company. Whether it’s new titles or old
favorites, fact or fiction, books are the
go-to activity for so many people, anxious to curl up and get away from real
life by transporting themselves through
the written word.
We found some recommendations for
you to use this winter as you look for
favorite reads, both old and new...

Tamzin Malone, owner of Main Street Books
Transcendent Kingdom
Yaa Gyasi, author of Homegoing. It’s a raw and
powerful story of racism, addiction, mental illness,
faith and prayer that is compelling and beautifully
written.
Fredrik Backman has a new novel coming
out. Anxious People is a story about sadness
and hope, and the way people’s stories link and
interconnect.
Susanna Clarke, author of Jonathan Strange &
Mr. Norrell, releases Piranesi: A Novel this month.
It crams an entire unsettling universe into a book
far bigger on the inside than the outside.
Books that have recently come out in paperback:
• The Starless Sea by Erin Morgenstern
• Full Throttle by Joe Hill
• Red at the Bone by Jacqueline Woodson
• So many great kids’ books coming out this fall!
Here are a few that have grabbed my attention:
YOUNG ADULT:
• Punching the Air by Ibi Zoboi
• Grown by Tiffany D. Jackson
• A Vow So Bold and Deadly by Brigid Kemmerer
• Cemetery Boys by Aiden Thomas
MIDDLE GRADE:
• Before the Ever After by Jacqueline Woodson
• The Silver Arrow by Lev Grossman
• One Time by Sharon Creech
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PICTURE BOOKS:
• Escape Goat by Ann Patchett
• Attack of the Underwear Dragon by Scott Rothman
• Fern and Otto: A Story about Two Best Friends by
Stephanie Graegin
• Sometimes People March by Tessa Allen
Books I re-read every autumn, and find to be
especially comforting:
• Jane Eyre by Charlotte Bronte
• Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen
• To Kill a Mockingbird by Harper Lee

Ashley Meyer, Cataloging and Reference
Librarian, West Lafayette Public Library
ADULT RECOMMENDATIONS:
• Suffrage: Women’s Long Battle for the Vote
Ellen Carol Dubois
Aptly timed for the centennial of the Nineteenth
Amendment’s ratification, Suffrage details the efforts
of key women suffragists, beginning with Cady
Stanton’s efforts in 1848 and ending with the turmoil
surrounding Tennessee, the last state to ratify the
amendment. (Nonfiction)
• The Kidnap Years: The Astonishing True History
of the Forgotten Kidnapping Epidemic that Shook
Depression-Era America
David Stout
The Lindbergh baby kidnapping in 1932 is one of
the most famous abductions in American history.
What many may not realize, however, is that kidnapping was rampant during the Great Depression. The

struggle to survive led to families taking drastic
action to make money — including the capture and
selling of children. This book explores that not-sotalked-about practice and is perfect for true crime
lovers. (Nonfiction)
• Happy & You Know It
Laura Hankin
Claire is the new musician for a playgroup of
trendy moms and their infants. She becomes friends
quickly with the rich moms — but as the music plays
on, so do the group’s secrets and betrayals. This
novel is one that examines motherhood, friendship
and the modern ties to social media. Fans of Big
Little Lies would enjoy this title. (Fiction)
• The Vanishing
Jayne Ann Krentz
Years ago, the town of Fogg Lake was rocked by
an explosion in its caves that left the town covered
in unknown gases. All of the residents slept for two
days — and after waking, many found themselves
hearing voices. Now, the mysteries of those explosion are to be explored — as well as the murder
that was covered up in the process. This book is
part thriller, part science fiction and part romance.
(Fiction)
• The Companions
Katie M. Flynn
In this high-tech dystopian novel, the consciousness of a dead person may be uploaded into robot
“companions” and either kept by the loved one’s
family or used as rented labor. Lilac, a 16-year-old
companion leased to a young girl, escapes from her
duties and searches for answers: Who killed her?
What happened to her best friend? The novel features multiple points of view, including both robot
and human, and holds its own fictional pandemic.
(Science Fiction)
• Something to Talk About
Meryl Wilsner
A perfectly timed photo on the Hollywood red carpet has tabloids declaring showrunner Jo and her
assistant, Emma, as a couple. Gossip ensues and
the two have “no comment.” But as they work closer,
Jo and Emma find that perhaps the rumor isn’t too
far from the truth. A debut LGBT love story that
refreshingly focuses more on emotional milestones
than sexual ones. (Romance)

• Unrig: How to Fix Our Broken Democracy
Daniel G. Newman
Art by George O’Connor
Newman takes the mystery out of American
democracy. This graphic novel not only explains the
current issues but also provides simple, clear solutions as to how the American people can change for
a better future. This book is recommended for both
young and old. (Graphic Novel)

Ashley Schoolman, Reference and Teen
Librarian, West Lafayette Public Library
TEEN RECOMMENDATIONS:
• The Passion of Dolssa
Julie Berry
In 1200s France, a young woman is on the run
from a zealous friar who has made it his mission to
burn her at the stake as a heretic. She finds precarious refuge and friendship with three sisters, but her
presence is a threat to the village, and she is unable
to hide forever. This story is lovely, spellbinding and
absolutely devastating, and has fascinating source
material. (Historical Fiction)
• The Voting Booth
Brandy Colbert
When Marva sees Duke turned away from their
polling place, she takes it upon herself to make sure
his vote is counted. She hasn’t spent months doorbelling and registering voters just to see someone
denied their right. And that’s how their whirlwind day
begins, rushing from precinct to precinct, cutting
school, waiting in endless lines, turned away time
and again, trying to do one simple thing: vote. They
may have started out as strangers, but as Duke and
Marva team up to beat a rigged system (and find
Marva’s missing cat), it’s clear that there’s more to
their connection than a shared mission for
democracy. (Fiction)
• Dig
A.S. King
A surreal trip through the lives of five teenagers,
strangers who are unexpectedly intertwined through
generations of family dysfunction. How do we learn
to dig our way out of our pasts and what does it take
to define your own values and determine your own
future? (Fiction)
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• Akata Witch
Nnedi Okorafor
Born in New York, 12-year-old Sunny feels out
of place and struggles with her Albinism when her
family returns to Nigeria. All Sunny wants to do
is be able to play soccer and get through another
day of school without being bullied. But once she
befriends Orlu and Chichi, Sunny learns she belongs
in a world where magical abilities are real, and
her coven is assigned a dangerous task. Based in
Nigerian folklore and myth. (Fantasy)
• Dissenter on the Bench: Ruth Bader Ginsburg’s
Life & Work
Victoria Ortiz
The remarkable life story and far-reaching impact
of Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg.
(Biography)
• A Map to the Sun
Sloane Leong
Five girls experience family troubles, school, relationships and the pressure of expectations on and
off the court as members of a struggling first-year
high school basketball team. A story of the bonds
of friendship and teamhood through thick and thin
illustrated in unbelievable color. (Graphic Novel)
• Pumpkinheads
Rainbow Rowell
This year is the last that Seniors Deja and Josiah
get to spend as seasonal best friends working
together at the local pumpkin patch. Josiah’s ready
to spend the whole night feeling bummed after a
failed scheme to finally talk to his crush. Deja isn’t
ready to let him. She’s got a plan for adventure that
will take the park by storm and create a night to
remember. (Graphic Novel)
• They Called Us Enemy
George Takei
The inimitable George Takei revisits his childhood
spent in the American internment camp system
during World War II and follows his achievements in
theatre (including Star Trek) and lifelong pursuit of
justice through activism. (Graphic Novel Biography)
• What You Need to Know About Voting and Why
Kim Wehle
For new voters, future voters and everyone else.
Learn practical and useful information on how
voting works and how to make informed choices at
the polls. (Non-fiction)
• A Thousand Sisters: The Heroic Airwomen of
the Soviet Union in World War II
Elizabeth Wein
The Soviet Union was the first country in the
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world to allow female pilots to fly in combat, and
many young women enlisted to serve as pilots,
mechanics and navigators. Defying social norms
about women’s abilities and roles, these thousand
fearless sisters created history. (Non-fiction)
• Eliza and Her Monsters
Francesca Zappia
High school senior Eliza is secretly the creator of
fan-obsessed webcomic Monstrous Sea and struggles with an all-consuming panic that someone will
find out. So consuming, in fact, that she won’t even
confess to her new friend Wallace, despite his own
love for the series and their growing closeness.
When Eliza’s secret is accidentally revealed, her
world falls apart and she will have to confront her
anxiety to pull it back together. (Fiction)

Linda Klein, Children’s Librarian,
West Lafayette Public Library
CHILDREN’S RECOMMENDATIONS:
• In the Middle of Fall
Kevin Henkes
Beautiful illustrations depict a cozy rural fall
scene. Poetic text is perfect for introducing
seasonal vocabulary. (Preschool - third grade)
• Hello, Fall!
Deborah Diesen
The season is explored through the multigenerational friendship between grandfather and granddaughter. A whimsical story with bright cartoon
illustrations. (2 - 6 years)
• Fletcher and the Falling Leaves
Julia Rawlinson
Fletcher is distraught that his favorite tree is
losing its leaves! The fox tries to save the leaves
but instead learns about the natural process. (Preschool - third grade)
• Goodnight, Grizzle Grump!
Aaron Blecha
Grizzle Grump is a bear desperate for a nice
place to sleep. Unlucky for him, every time he finds
the perfect place the noise from other animals disturbs him. Will he ever find the best spot to sleep?
This book is vividly illustrated and features enjoyable sound effects. (Preschool - third grade)
• Goodbye Summer, Hello Autumn
Kenard Pak
Take a walk with a young girl as she observes her
world and welcomes the incoming season. (First second grades)

• Leaf Man
Lois Ehlert
The Leaf Man blows away and follows where the
wind takes him. Illustrations are made from fall
leaves and each look reveals a new detail in the
pages. (Preschool - third grade)
• Pie’s in the Oven
Betty G. Birney
Grandma is baking a sweet apple pie, and everyone wants a piece! Will the young boy get a piece
before it all runs out? (5 - 6 years)
• Autumn Visitors
Karel Hayes
A family of very sneaky bears enjoys the fun of
the autumn season. Their adventures include a
county fair, trick-or-treating, and a Thanksgiving
feast. (Preschool - 3 years)
• Farmer Boy
Laura Ingalls Wilder
Almanzo Wilder lives on a farm in New York
State. Summer means planting; fall means harvesting; and winter means chopping. But fun is to be
had all the time! Readers of all ages can enjoy the
childhood story of Laura Ingalls Wilder’s husband.
(third - seventh grade)
• Who Stole Grandma’s Million-Dollar Pumpkin Pie?
Martha Freeman
The only copy of Grandma’s pumpkin pie recipe
has disappeared. Can Alex and Yasmeen solve this
delicious mystery? (third - seventh grade)
• Who Stole Halloween?
Martha Freeman
Alex and Yasmeen also star in this Halloween mystery. Beloved pet cats have gone missing from the
neighborhood. Will the pair track down the source
of the cat-nappings? (third - seventh grade)

Mercy Watson: Princess in Disguise
Kate DiCamillo
Family pig Mercy Watson has been dressed up as
a princess for trick-or-treating. Silly antics are all
around in this Halloween adventure.
(first - fourth grade)

Liz Woytinek, Head Technical Services
Librarian, Tippecanoe County Public Library
Woytinek recommends 10 newly released or upcoming books that are or will be available to borrow
from the library — a little something for everyone.
POETRY: African American Poetry: 250 Years of
Struggle & Song edited by Kevin Young
SHORT STORIES: Daddy: Stories by Emma Cline
HUMOR: Is This Anything? by Jerry Seinfeld
LITERARY FICTION: Jack by Marilynne Robinson
THRILLER: One by One by Ruth Ware
BIOGRAPHY: His Truth Is Marching On: John Lewis
and the Power of Hope by Jon Meacham
JUVENILE FICTION: War Stories by Gordon Korman
JUVENILE NON-FICTION: Finish the Fight!: The
Brave and Revolutionary Women Who Fought for
the Right to Vote by Veronica Chambers
YOUNG ADULT GRAPHIC NOVEL: Displacement
by Kiki Hughes
JUVENILE PICTURE BOOK: I Am Every Good Thing
by Derrick Banes and Gordon C. James
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INSPIRED BY
DRIVEWAY DUNKS.
AND GUARDING
AGAINST HEART
DISEASE.
World-class heart care that’s right in
your backyard. At Franciscan Health,
we’re inspired by care that goes beyond
procedures and prescriptions. We’re inspired
by you. Discover more about what inspires us,
shoot over to FranciscanHealth.org/HeartCare.
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Kassie
y
Smoke

Carmine

Mike

Greg

Natalie

Stories are the foundation of communities—get to know
some of the people who make our community special.
Wintek powered by Tipmont is excited to launch a video series that features six community members.
Our families, our friends, and our neighbors make up the community we call home. These are the people,
like you, who make our area a rich and vibrant place to live.
Smokey Anderson

Carmine Azzato

Kassie Coverdale

After 34 years of service to the
Tippecanoe County Sheriff’s office and
10 years as the Director of Emergency
Management for Tippecanoe County,
it’s safe to say that Smokey is committed
to protecting and serving the community.

Carmine was known throughout the
professional wrestling world as Blast—until
an injury in the ring forced him to give up
his professional wrestling career and start
on a new inspirational journey.

Covid-19 hit just as Kassie
opened her professional dog training
service. Learn how she managed to
adapt her business to a successful
new online model.

Natalie Gilbert

Mike Piggott

Greg Stout

Natalie, owner of Gilbert Farms, shares
her story of the rigors of farming life and
the challenges of running a 4000-acre
family farm in rural Lafayette.

As a former news anchor and
Community Relations Director at
Purdue, Mike built his life around telling
other people’s stories.

Greg owns the leading US
auction house in dealing in toy trains.
You’ll learn what keeps his business
on track.

We’re excited to share their stories with you.
Watch them at OurCommunityStories.com.
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WE’LL HELP YOU SEE BEYOND

THE BOTTOM LINE.

GENBNK-ADPR-PURDUE-1219

COMMERCIAL BANKING

|

PERSONAL BANKING

|

P R I VAT E W E A LT H

firstmerchants.com 1-800-205-3464
Deposit accounts and loan products are offered by First Merchants Bank, Member FDIC, Equal Housing Lender.
First Merchants Private Wealth Advisors products are not FDIC insured, are not deposits of First Merchants Bank, are not guaranteed by any federal government agency,
and may lose value. Investments are not guaranteed by First Merchants Bank and are not insured by any government agency.
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Your
Greater
Lafayette
real estate
experts
We’ve been buying and selling real estate in
Greater Lafayette for over 100 years.

Let us simplify the process for you.

SHOOK
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

765-742-1400 • www.shook.com • 427 Main Street, Downtown Lafayette
136007 _ SHOOK
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Less time with us.
More time with them.
“The mobile experience is smooth, quick, and easy to use.” -Michael

PURDUEFED.COM/DigitalBanking
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Federally insured by NCUA.

